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presented itself to him according to how deeply hidden, how hard to get at, how impenetrable it was ; or else in its quite different quality, as a centre of animation, where individual people were a matter of indifference, so fluid were they in their anonymity - the sort of place which may offer the same guarantees to the man who wants to hide. It was only after this that he found it worth while to use his reasoning faculty. He had not troubled to do so during the past few days.
Two of the regions of Paris which had come to haunt him most persistently were the eleventh district, in the direction of the rue de Popincourt, and the neighbourhood of the Nord and Est stations. He set himself to think about them seriously. Very different as they were in appearance, they presented certain advantages in common. First, that they were not traditional hiding-places ; next, that they were full of movement.
But what had associated them together in his mind was a more particular analogy. In the one region as in the other, Quinette recalled houses which presented a not very wide frontage to the street. Nothing remarkable about them to the passer-by. There was a carriage gate, always wide open, adorned with any number of business signs ; and, at whatever time you passed, it was very probable that a vehicle would be going through the archway. But inside you found a big courtyard, entirely surrounded by high buildings, On the ground floor, ten, twenty doors leading into workshops. Above, hundreds of windows. In the courtyard, a perpetual coming and going ; and into it, from the dreary upper storeys, there fell a mere sprinkle of glances casually directed downwards.
On the other side of the courtyard, opposite the entrance, there was another arched passage, probably with a vehicle going through it too. Beyond, another courtyard just like the first. The workshop doors ; the hundreds of windows* The coming and going. Glances which might, indeed, drift down from up there, but without seeing you, as snow misses you in winter. Who cared about you - whether it was you

